
Meridian School District #505  
Strategic Plan Development Committee Meeting Minutes 

Oct. 6, 2022 

Attendees: Adrienne Somera, Kurt Harvill, Alicia Roberts, Alicia Wang, Derek Forbes, Todd 
Torgeson, Catherine Mullett, Joey Vela, Aaron Jacoby, Rebecca Kratzig, Michelle Simmons, 
Becky Rempp, James Everett, Michelle Siadal, David Brannon, Tyler Dockins, Andrea Ames, 
Joe O’Brien and Lisa Gilchrist. 

Welcome 
Abeo School Change was represented by Christine Hoyos and Kevin Shrum. Abeo reviewed 
last session minutes. 

Inclusive Opener 
Abeo gave two documents for table members to review. Abeo asked the table members to 
connect the two documents together. Table members were encouraged to discuss their 
thoughts on the text they reviewed independently. Table members were directed to review the 
values and visions cards they were given.  

Data Analysis to Support Student-Centered Outcomes 
Abeo presented data on attendance and Center for Educational Effectiveness (CEE) data. Abeo 
had table members review attendance data sets that were provided to them. Table members 
were asked to share their opinions on the data provided. Table members shared, as a whole, 
their first thoughts on the data set provided. Table members were given information from 
different demographic areas. Each table was asked to look at the data set independently, and 
draw a conclusion. Table members reviewed the text for three and a half minutes 
independently, and were encouraged to make notes.  

Data Analysis to support Student-Centered Outcomes 

Table members generated student-centered outcomes related to belonging, wellness and 
communication. Table members were given chart paper to write down their student-centered 
outcomes and how they pertain to the data provided. Table members did a gallery walk and 
observed other members' findings and outcomes. Abeo asked members to look for trends. 
Identify patterns and process the data.  

Abeo asked members to talk about what they discovered in the gallery walk. Abeo informed the 
members that they will have access to all the work they have been doing once it has been 
completed and summarized by a small group of people who will wordsmith the thoughts of 
members so far.   

Closing 
Abeo concluded the meeting at 8:30 pm. The next meeting will be Nov. 3, 2022 


